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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The National Capital Commission (NCC), along with the Ontario and Québec provincial governments, the 

City of Ottawa and the City of Gatineau, is planning a new interprovincial bridge in the National Capital 

Region. The consultation and community values planning process ensures that the population affected by 

the project is consulted and has its say as the project unfolds. An innovative and dynamic consultation 

approach was developed for this consultation and community values planning (CVP) session. This report 

presents the results of the consultation, which comprised a total of three (3) evening work sessions with 

concerned citizens. 

1.2 Consultation and Community Values Planning (CVP) Process 

The Public Consultation Program consists of four distinct Rounds of public consultation: 

Round 1 had the goal of capturing the communities’ priorities and values, and of promoting the launch of 
Phase 2B of the Study;    

Round 2 will receive input on the evaluation factors and their weighting, functional designs, including 
mitigation or avoidance, measurements of the net effects in the corridors under investigation, and the 
importance of competing evaluation criteria; 

Round 3 will receive input on the rankings of alternatives and sensitivity testing of the evaluation; and 

Round 4 will present the preliminary design of the preferred corridor and define mitigation measures in 
the EA. 

1.3 Do It Yourself Consultation Kit (DYK)  

Interested parties unable to attend the evening consultation sessions could use the Do It Yourself 

Consultation Kit, consisting of a brief description of the three corridors along with the questions asked by 

the facilitators during the sessions. Respondents were asked to answer these questions on line, and the 

answers were forwarded directly to the design team. 

The Do It Yourself Consultation Kit included the following questions:  

 What are the most significant values, features and assets that should be considered in this 

corridor? 

 What type of design or mitigation measure would be appropriate for this value (please describe 

the nature, extent, characteristics and location that you think would be appropriate, if any)? 
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2.0 Brief Project History  

2.1 Phase 1 

The object of Phase 1 of the EA Study was to assess and confirm the need and justification for a future 

crossing of the Ottawa River between the City of Ottawa and the City of Gatineau. The Study developed, 

evaluated and ranked a total of ten options (Alternatives 1 to 10). These ten options were subsequently 

brought down to a short list of three recommended locations and alignments to be studied in detail as 

potential interprovincial crossings and associated roadway connections. These are corridors 5, 6 and 7, 

as described below. 

2.2 Phase 2A 

The primary focus of Phase 2A was to consult with communities, stakeholders and members of the public 

to obtain their input into the development of the Study Design, a document that outlines the methodology 

that will be used in Phase 2B to select a future bridge location. The Study Design also includes a Public 

Engagement Plan that outlines additional consultations to be held during Phase 2B. No decision on a new 

bridge location was taken during Phase 2A, which was completed in June 2010. Phase 2B is now under 

way. 

The mandate for Phase 2 is to conduct an in-depth analysis and review of the three short-listed corridors. 

2.3 Community Values 

During the Phase 2A community consultation sessions, participants were asked a very specific question: 

Question # 2 – What are some values that exist in your community? 

More than 300 responses were received and they expressed similar values using different words. 

These responses were distilled down to 32 community values to which the project must comply over and 

above the technical considerations to be addressed by the project team professionals.  

The goal of this exercise was to document the information necessary for design teams to develop context 

sensitive functional designs that respect these community values. The common thread through these 

values is to “put people and nature interests first, before cars and business” and show integrity, 

transparency, honesty on all sides throughout the course of this project. 

Also, whatever the outcome of the project is, whatever is going to be built, it must not only fulfill all the 

traffic needs and respect the community values but it also has to be aesthetic, because it is going to be 

an asset for the Region for a long time.  

The pre-identified 32 values which can be grouped into 5 families (or groups): 

1. Protect health (physical, mental) 
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2. Maintain quality of life 

3. Ensure safety 

4. Preserve wildlife 

5. Optimize economic impact 

In the “protect health” value group, many concerns were raised: minimize vibration, maintain air quality, 

minimize loss of peace in religious sites, maintain access to hospitals and maintain good neighbourhood 

relations. 

In the “maintain quality of life” group of values, people expressed many things to maintain: continuity of 

recreation paths, access to riverfront and green space, serenity and country living style, community 

cohesion, views and vistas, as well as minimizing the impact on the night-time sky. 

“Ensure safety” was a value mentioned by all groups. It included minimizing the increase in traffic, 

minimizing the use of short cuts through community streets, making sure crime levels would not be 

raised, and maintaining the ability to walk safely and comfortably in the neighbourhood.  

“Preserve wildlife” was identified by many, it includes: preserving wetlands and habitat. 

Finally, the 5th group of values was to “optimize economic impact” (minimize negative impacts but also 

maximize positive impacts), such as maintaining access to local institutions, encouraging tourism, helping 

maintain employment in the region, encouraging sustainable transportation and maintaining property 

values. 

These groups and sub-groups are presented schematically in the diagram on the next page.  
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Figure 1 – Community Values Functional Diagram 
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3.0 Introduction to the Process 

The consultation process allows all communities to play a vital role in the project’s environmental 
screening (functional design) undertaking. 

The process is designed to help participants understand that the decision-making process is fully 
documented and follows a structured and transparent framework that plays a key role in dealing with 
sometimes divergent objectives. 

The process will eventually lead to an objective and impartial ranking of the alternatives, demonstrating 
the Evaluation Committee’s integrity. The communities involved must trust in the Committee’s integrity in 
order to accept the results of the ranking process. 

All environmental components are equally important. The preferred solution will provide a balance 
between the public’s needs, environmental factors and other considerations. 

3.1 Approach 

The session started with a brief overview of the project history which helped the numerous participants 

who were not familiar with the project steps until now, followed by a presentation on the community 

values previously identified and described in Chapter 2. Participants then received their instructions for 

the evening work session. 

3.1.1 Community Value Planning Workshops 

The three corridors will be analysed based on the five groups of values. The purpose of the exercise was 

to identify, in each corridor, points of interest for the community which need to be dealt with in 

consideration of the five groups of values. Participants were asked to identify the points of interest and 

what they would propose to minimize the impact on the project while respecting the community values.  

The rules for the sessions were as follows:  

 Form a 5 or 6 person group 
 One group per table; each table featured the map of one corridor section (corridors were 

divided into 3 sections)  
 Group members were asked to identify the points of interest they wanted to comment and the 

key features and components to be taken into account in the section before them  
 Group members were asked to write down their comments on sheets  
 Groups would change tables after 20-30 minutes (at the signal): over the course of the evening, 

all participants got to comment every corridor section  
 Group members were asked to identify other uses to be encouraged 
 Group members were asked to suggest design features and mitigation measures (sound 

barriers, elevated bridge structure, no access …) 
 Group members were asked to suggest mitigation measures as needed 

 

A total of three workshops were held on June 14, 15 and 16, 2011 (one workshop per corridor). They 
were held in the evenings, from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM, at the Ray Friel Recreation Complex on 1585 
Tenth Line Road, Ottawa. 
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Note that two citizens from Gatineau attended the Corridor 6 session in Ontario and provided comments 
that were focused on the Quebec segments rather than on the Ontario segments. These comments have 
not been included in this report as it was intended to present the value comments related to the Ontario 
segments. Consequently, these Quebec-focused comments have been incorporated into the Gatineau 
CVP body of the report and have also been included in the Appendix of this report for completeness. 

3.1.2 Principles and guidelines 

To ensure smooth and efficient operations and a pleasant evening for all, a number of operational 
principles and guidelines were outlined at the start. All workshop participants were asked to follow the 
behaviour rules below:  

• Show respect for others at all times 
• Participate with integrity  
• All participants were expected to provide input 
• Provide serious comments and input to help designers develop the optimal solution  

 

Figure 2 – Photo of a workshop session 
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4.0 Presentation of the study areas 

As a result of Phase 1 of the Study, a total of three corridors were retained for further study. They are, 
from south to north, as follows: 

 Corridor 5 – Aviation Parkway, Kettle Island, Montée Paiement 
 Corridor 6 – Road 174, Lower Duck Island, Lorrain Boulevard 
 Corridor 7 – Road 174, McLaurin Bay marsh to the Gatineau Airport. 

4.1 Corridor 5 

On the Quebec side, Corridor 5 crosses the Ottawa River over the western end of Kettle Island, reaching 
the Gatineau shore close to the Tecumseh Golf Club, on axis with Montée Paiement, which it follows 
northward to connect with the existing Highway 50 interchange. 

On the Ontario side, this corridor follows the Aviation Parkway (which would be open to commercial 
vehicles), reaching the Ottawa River just west of the Aviation Museum and the adjacent airstrip. 

The Study Area for Corridor 5 is shown in Figure 3. 

4.2 Corridor 6 

Corridor 6 proceeds southward from Highway 417, then eastward along Route 174, heads north just at 
the end of the Rockcliffe Parkway, crosses the Ottawa River over Lower Duck Island, reaches shore in 
Gatineau just east of McLaurin Bay close to the Templeton Marsh, follows Lorrain Boulevard parallel to  
Parc Beauchamp before connecting to Highway 50 at the existing interchange. 

The Study Area for Corridor 6 is shown in Figure 4. 

4.3 Corridor 7 

Corridor 7 is the easternmost of the three selected corridor alternatives. As does Corridor 6, it proceeds 
southward from Highway 417, then eastward along Route 174, heads north just at the end of the 
Rockcliffe Parkway. From there, Corridor 7 goes trough a field area, avoiding Orleans, and crosses the 
Ottawa River, reaches Gatineau just east of McLaurin Bay and heads northeast to connect with 
Highway 50 at a new interchange to be built just east of the existing interchange, close to the Gatineau 
Airport, by way of the industrial park. 

The Study Area for Corridor 7 is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 3 – Study Area for Corridor 5 
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Figure 4 – Study Area for Corridor 6 
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Figure 5 – Study Area for Corridor 7 
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5.0 Community Values Planning Process Results  

5.1 Corridor 5 - Aviation Parkway, Kettle Island, Montée Paiement 

5.1.1 Constraints/issues identified by the participants 

Several issues of a general nature were identified at each workshop. The following comments were 
provided specifically in relation to Corridor 5A: 

• Where is public transit (light rail) link? Coordination with City Plan? More cars from Gatineau vs. 
public transit options? 

• 100,000+ people live in corridor, hundreds of thousands more nearby 
• People live here 
• There are no feasible mitigation measures for this segment. The only option is to move. 
• Combined impact with bridge commuters 
• People live here 
• Green space would be effectively eliminated 
• Huge economic impact 
• Sr. Residences 
• Noise buffer on both sides would be prohibiting as a mitigative & visually bad measure 
• People live here too 
• Highrise 
• School 
• Toxic material transported in high population zone 
• Too many people for a truck route = primitive, outdated planning to even consider a road here! 
• Agree! 
• Approach to bridge will be clogged - just like Island Parkway - but with trucks and cars! 
• Traffic flow?? 
• Residences impacted by noise, vibrations 
• Destroy parkland 
• You will ruin the whole section of park with noise, fumes, salt and ugliness 
• high density of seniors living here 
• bike and walking path 
• Dairy Queen 
• Why build a bridge that will attract maximum commuter traffic from Gatineau (& clog up the 

downtown) instead of one that attracts trucks? 
• Move to trucks away from neighbourhoods. 
• Visual pollution (design) minimalist 
• Maintain serenity of river setting (glass) 
• Blend with surroundings 
• Higher density future residential development 
• Emergency accessibility 
• 25 feet from residence too close Health , noise, pollution, vibrations 
• River green space 
• National Institution key tourism hub 
• Higher density residential 
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• Higher density ?? 
Trucks will easily travel through the d-t tunnel and will not have to travel = 30km to reach their 
point of delivery 

 
The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 5B: 

 
• noise and vibrations and pollution 
• our kids! 
• 100,000 people on corr. 5 
• Sand grout school! 
• New schools --> kids --> traffic --> fatalities 
• health issues diesel 
• city is in full expansion 
• inexperienced young drivers 
• Influx of Quebec students impact on the Quebec side fewer students for their education system 
• Primary entrance of 500 students of 
• + daycare 
• congestion of east-west traffic 
• Highest criteria should be to consider negative impact on communities 
• Over 100,000 people live close to this corridor! 
• 18 wheels, trucks & communities don't mix. 4 intersections = risks to just here, children, 

pedestrians, seniors, cyclists, total 16 intersection in corridor 5 
• Already is high accident intersection 
• Intersection what is the impact here? 
• Daycare 
• ped x 
• bike + walking path 
• Cycling-trucking don't mix – Students 
• Already a highly dangerous intersection 
• Sr. residences in the area. What is the population of the area vs. other options 
• What is the scale of this drawing? 
• Consider noise impact during quiet periods 
• Vibration transmission through the soil structure to the adjoining houses 
• School important local institution 
• Pedestrian crossing used by  many school aged children and college students 
• Decrease in property value 
• Will it be designed to take all 18 wheelers? 
• Truck route = bad air quality near homes, school, recreation 
• A tunnel is the only reasonable and acceptable option 
• Yes! 
• Trucks, homes, schools & hospitals don't mix - this is so obviously a bad idea - wrong route 
• Green space in cities matters! 
• East-west traffic designated 
• Too much extra traffic - existing infrastructure will be overwhelmed 
• Very expensive buffer would be required 
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• Create an Ottawa/Ontario solution 
• traffic? Roundabouts? 
• Make it a toll bridge 25$/each way so that mainly trucks and "co-voiturage" vehicles use it and in 

a corridor that does not go through an established community or a trucks only bridge 
• One of highest rate of accident intersection of Ottawa 
• Control traffic patterns at intersections - flyover/underpass? 
• Soccer/football 
• Marsh 
• Residential areas on a heavy traffic trucks route?? Why are we even considering this? 
• The d.-t. tunnel will be built with minimum disturbance, causing no additional pollution. Off-gas 

(exhaust) can be used by U of Ottawa for heating purposes. 
• This corridor is in the middle of Ottawa it does not move the traffic outside the city, which was the 

whole point of having a bridge. 
• I agree! 
• Me too! 
• Me three! 
• Me four! 
• Over 100,000 people live close to the Ottawa side of this corridor. How many in Gatineau? 
• People before trucks 
• This entire segment has a pastoral scenic viewscape that fits with NCC's vision for parkways 

should be maintained. 
• Too many particulates/Pollutants for children with asthma 
• Think of the d.-t. bridge! 
• This route is the designated scenic tourist route for visitor's approaching Ottawa from the east. 

This should be maintained and doesn't fit with the truck route. 
• Do not impact bike lanes 
• Residential 
• How will this intersection which is already busy be able to handle a huge increase in traffic from 

the north including many heavy trucks? 
• This corridor is too close to schools and other public institutions and affects the quality of life of 

inhabitants on both sides. 
• Primary concern is you are building on a soft clay base that will not support heavy trucks - How is 

this going to be addressed? 
• Residential 
• Regional Trail 
• Maintain wetland 
• Maintain forest 
• Playing field, noise and exhaust impacts 
• Level crossing cars/trucks/people do not mix 
• Maintain regional trail network 
• Excess traffic fumes and toxins from braking 
• Higher density residential 
• Residential 
• Level crossing - risk of accidents people/cars/trucks/ do not mix 
• Playing field, noise and exhaust impacts 
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• Environment #10 - It may be helpful to find where the consultants live so we can propose a bridge 
there and allow them to experience our frustration 

• All residential areas surrounding both sides of this corridor --> NO industry here, no mitigation 
measure will work to prevent negative effects of diesel fumes 

• The d-t tunnel will cost 50% of the bridge and maintenance will be 30% (documentation provided 
to Manual Maurill B and Madeleine M.) 

• Queen Elizabeth. Elementary. School. 
• Increased CSIS development and movement of CSE to this location will result in higher traffic 

loads 
 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 5C: 
 

• Residential 
• What is the impact of use of engine brakes? 
• Entrance to city 
• Church 
• Protect park 
• What is the status of this off ramp? 
• How does the light rail line fit into this picture? 
• Any solution must connect well with school public transit system. 
• No bridge that does not have a public transit component should be built 
• No big trucks in central Ottawa (only in tunnels!) 
• I agree! 
• Wetland 
• Forest 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 5R: 

• This bridge is not solving the truck issue through d.-t. Any bridge will aggravate the overall traffic 
problem, inciting additional traffic. The d.-t. tunnel is the only solution that will reduce not increase 
travelled times. 

• Nothing will "enhance" a bridge across this beautiful area. It is valuable to all residents of NCR 
• Who owns land here? 
• Contributes to urban sprawl in Quebec 
• Impact on boating - some clubs are historic 
• Bridge will be in the way! 
• disagree! 
• Corridor 5 is inside Ottawa, the purpose is to move traffic outside Ottawa 
• Archaeological site "Algonquin Out?? 
• We need the process to slow down! 
• Wildlife in jeopardy 
• Nesting sites 
• Rare turtle sites 
• Aboriginal lands - wetlands! 
• Park for families and public 
• Bikeways 
• Test for toxic elements 
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• What a view from the shore - need to preserve cultural heritage commensurate with national 
capital 

• Park land and highway salt don’t mix 
• Noise of trucks will be detrimental to houses 
• Bridge design - (glass?) minimalist - sight lines - preserve environment 
• The bridge will create new development on the Quebec 
• Cultural heritage one of Canada's main brands' and key part of NCC statutory mandate 
• Bottom line - no mitigation will adequately address massive impacts 
• long settled community 
• This is an environmentally sensitive area. How is it going to be preserved? 
• Canada 8Ran 

 

5.1.2 Potential improvements within the corridor 

The following points need to be taken into account with respect to community values: 

Table 1 
Corridor 5, Section A – Ottawa River to Montreal Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5A03-002 Aviation Parkway Millions just spent improving bike paths, environ. on 
Aviation Pkwy 

5A09-021  Aviation Forest, environmentally sensitive areas 

5A03-031  Aviation Parkway north conservation area 

5A03-032  Aviation Parkway south conservation area 

5C01-011  Protect scenic pkwy 

 

5A03-005 174 Still problems on 174 

5A03-007 Rockcliffe Neighbourhoods Will trap Manor Park/Rockcliffe residents in their 
community. Beechwood-Hemlock gridlock. 
Rockcliffe/Aviation gridlock (already a problem) 

5A03-019  Most truck traffic is local - seeking to travel from 
downtown Gatineau to downtown Ottawa. This crossing 
would simply move the congestion to residential 
neighbourhoods. Trucks would use Hemlock & Montreal 
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Table 1 
Corridor 5, Section A – Ottawa River to Montreal Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

Rd. to move downtown. 

5A03-017  Will destroy Beechwood-Hemlock. Will just be flow-
through traffic 

5A03-020  Major economic impact (adverse) on Beechwood 
(currently customer parking allowed) leaving a two-lane 
road. 

5A03-030  Reduce access to St. Laurent 

5A03-033  Rockcliffe Pkwy and Hemlock are narrow roads. They 
cannot take any more traffic. Residents will be trapped in 
traffic 

5A03-034  The "knot" will create new traffic bottleneck for Orleans 
commuters 

5A05-002  Tunnel Downtown solves truck problems. East end bridge 
should be further east (i.e. Contech) - should be off city 
street - should be direct 417-50 connection - should form 
Eastern part of every need (and an Aviation Parkway) 

5A05-003  I agree! 

5A05-016  Intersection at Montreal Rd. will block east-west traffic 

5A05-020  Impact on cycle paths Hemlock-Montreal Rd. 

5A05-021  Impact on traffic on Montreal Road resulting from a bridge 
on corridor 5 or even corridors 6 or 7 

5A05-027  Trucking and increased traffic on Hemlock as people cut 
from bridge to downtown 
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Table 1 
Corridor 5, Section A – Ottawa River to Montreal Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5A05-028  Hemlock is a parkway where children bike. Not a truck 
bypass to downtown 

5A05-029  ?? Impact on Beechwood - important community corridor 

5A05-031  Residences on Hemlock affected by increase traffic and 
truck ?? 

5A09-027  National road and aviation parkway level crossing - 
people, cars, trucks mix creating same issues & risks 
experienced currently on King Edward & Corridor 5 has 
the most # of level crossings of any corridor 

5A09-034  Hemlock Parkway intersection what will it look like and will 
people commuting from the air base be able 

5A09-035  Bridge would increase traffic on Hemlock-which has 
residences and is not suitable for truck traffic 

5A09-036  Don't allow access to Hemlock Beechwood from x-ing 
corridor. Hemlock already has speed and illegal truck 
traffic issues 

5A09-041  No exit onto Rockcliffe Pkwy too narrow, already too 
much traffic 

5A03-008 Canadian Forces Base 
Rockcliffe  

CFB Rockcliffe dev. + 15K pop. 

5A03-016  15,000+ new residents will move into old Rockcliffe 
Airbase, which will already create traffic challenges. 
Adding industrial truck traffic will further congest the 
corridor - irreparably harming the neighbourhood. 

5A05-014  Impact on the corridor and adjoining lands of the 
redevelopment of the Rockcliffe base - 5,000+ housing 
units 
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Table 1 
Corridor 5, Section A – Ottawa River to Montreal Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5A09-016  Old Rockcliffe base is to be redeveloped so many 
thousands of new cars will already be going through our 
area. However, people in the area are ready to accept 
that as it prevents urban sprawl but are not ready to 
accept thousands more cars from people who have 
bought cheap houses in far off Gatineau 

5A03-010 Rockcliffe Airport  Rockcliffe Flyer Club = the airport runways would be 
forced to move at great cost 

5A05-012  Impact of bridge on safe operation of Rockcliffe airport 
and flying school 

5A09-012  Rockcliffe Flying Club 

5A03-011 Multi-Use Pathways This bike path would also be disrupted 

5A03-012  Walking path along the river would effectively be 
destroyed by a bridge crossing 

5A09-010  My favourite bike path. 

5A09-013  Regional Trail Northern 

5A09-014  Bike route for Orleans and ???? To downtown 

5A09-019  Regional Trail Northern 

5A03-013 RCMP Musical Ride RCMP Musical Ride - a defining feature of the 
neighbourhood - would be disrupted if not forced to move 
outright 

5A05-025  Impact on musical ride (tourists, training) (horse pasture) 
(police college) 

5A09-032  Don't want to jeopardize the Musical Ride, a national 
treasure and key element of the neighbourhood. 

5A03-021 Montfort Hospital and 
Surrounding Area 

Montfort Hospital Woods --> Conservation area 
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Table 1 
Corridor 5, Section A – Ottawa River to Montreal Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5A05-004  One thing that has not been mentioned so far to my 
knowledge, is the concern that physicians from Ontario 
and francophone Ontarians have with one bridge access 
to the Montfort from Quebec. Emergency visits from 
Gatineau + wait times for Ontarians. Health care in 
Quebec is widely considered to be inferior. It is logical to 
expect disproportionate flow of patients into Ontario. 

5A09-007  Evacuation of hospital and long-term care for potential 
toxic spills is a risk too great 

5A09-023  Hospital 

5A09-024  Montfort: Veteran’s wing, maternity wing and imaging right 
on the Aviation Parkway - vibrations, diesel fumes, noise 
cannot be mitigated! 

5A09-020  Montfort Forest 

5A05-013 Aviation Museum Preserve easy visitor access to aviation and space 
museum 

5A09-011  National Museum i.e. tourism hub 

5A05-019 London Terrace soccer/recreation London terrace field 

5A05-026 King Edward How will this affect the truck traffic on King Edward? 

5A05-032  The downtown tunnel along King Edward will be in one 
jurisdiction which will decrease quarreling and advance a 
solution. 

5A09-028  Concern that this route (Corridor 5) does not solve the 
truck problem on King Edward + transfers the trucks to 
another highly populated area of the city creating new 
problems 

5A09-029  Ditto!! 

5A09-030  Ditto x 104! 

5A05-033 Manor Park  Manor Park School 
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Table 1 
Corridor 5, Section A – Ottawa River to Montreal Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5A09-031  Has anyone considered that the roadway and bridge is 
being built on Marine clay deposits - this requires special 
engineering. Also, the vibrations from the heaving truck 
traffic will affect the clay substrate for a long distance 
either side of the road - what is the effect going to be on 
the houses in Manor Park. 

5A09-033  Manor Park is seven minutes from Parliament Hill, de 
facto downtown (just like seven minutes from Big Ben in 
London is downtown and seven minutes from the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris is downtown). The idea is to not bring 
more cars and especially trucks through downtown. Need 
a true ring road around the city and downtown (like 
London, Paris, etc. have). 

5A09-037  Manor Park Hill comm. Is high density too 

5A05-034 Notre Dame Cemetery  Notre Dame's National Cemetery on Beechwood - what 
impact?? 

5A09-003 Kettle Island Protect Kettle Island environment 

5A09-008 Dalhousie Street Build a tunnel under Dalhousie, at lease can filter toxic 
diesel fuels impossible for any other corridor 

 

Table 2 
Corridor 5, Section B – Montreal Road to Ogilvie Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5B04-010 Montfort Hospital and 
Surrounding Area 

Soccer field - Montfort 400m + dog care 

5B04-020  Emergency traffic access to hospital 

5B06-007  Newly renovated hospital 

5B06-009  Montfort Woods - urban natural area 

5B06-011  Too close to neighbourhoods and hospital 
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Table 2 
Corridor 5, Section B – Montreal Road to Ogilvie Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5B04-021  MRI? Montfont hospital! Noise/air quality? Traffic spills 

5B07-006  Montfort Hospitals should not be on a highway! 

5B08-015  Montfont urban forest (acre) 

5B04-018 King Edward A tunnel will be more effective to remove trucks of KE. 

5B04-039  How many trucks will this take off King Edward?? 

5B06-013  School children play, build a tunnel - a bridge only moves 
downtown traffic to a residential neighbourhood and then 
back downtown again --> Along King Edward 

5B07-002  Build a tunnel under King Edward. Period. 

5B08-023  Level crossing means trucks, cars & people mixing --> 
same problem as on King Edward - risk of accidents does 
not  solve the truck problem 

5B04-019 Highways Corr. 5 no link to public transportation e.g. Light rail, 
therefore more blocking of 417 

5B04-026 Cite Collegiate Main entrance Cite Collegiate 

5B07-004  More QC students for Cite collegiale = drain on the QC 
education system 

5B08-014  Main entrance to EA Cite Collegiate - lots of young drivers 
- high potential for accidents if this becomes a major 
roadway 

5B04-031 CMHC Access to employers such as CMHC 

5B07-007 Ogilvie Traffic congestion on Ogilvie 

5B04-035 Rideau High School Rideau High School 

5B04-042 Borealis Crescent  Reimbursement of lot premiums i.e. Borealis Cres - up to 
50k backing on parkway 

5B06-004  Canotek would avoid residents & cultural heritage issues 
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Table 2 
Corridor 5, Section B – Montreal Road to Ogilvie Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5B06-006 Aviation Parkway City of Ottawa conservation area. Aviation Parkway north 
(urban natural area) 

5B08-007 Blair Bd. Blair Bd. 

 

Table 3 
Corridor 5, Section C – Ogilvie Road to Highway 417 Split 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5C01-004 King Edward How does this option solve the problem of trucks on King 
Edward? Give us numbers. 

5C01-015  Downtown tunnel along King Edward will put trucks out of 
sight, out of earshot, out of smell. Exhaust fumes can be 
used for heating U of Ottawa. McD. - Cartier Bridge has 
enough capacity. 

5C01-001 Highways Additional burden on the "split “will help clog all of 
Ottawa's eastern highways 

5C01-002  Truck traffic from US/southern Ont has to cut across the 
three-lane A17 to get to Quebec? (Does this solve 
anything) 

5C01-012  Bottleneck 3 major roads/highways + changes to St. 
Laurent interchange 

5C01-014  How will the Aviation Parkway/417 interchange be 
redesigned? 

5C01-017  Widening of 417 & closing St. Laurent exit will divert traffic 
to Aviation Parkway - will make 3rd Station house 

5C02-003  We are spending $200M to widen the Queensway 
through the split. How can you design an interchange to 
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Table 3 
Corridor 5, Section C – Ogilvie Road to Highway 417 Split 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

handle a whole new traffic flow from the north? Complete 
chaos and at what cost? 

5C011-
005 

Aviation Parkway Intersection at Ogilvie and Aviation: Already jammed 
during rush hour. Now it will be worse. Keep traffic off city 
streets. 

5C011-
006 

 Approach to bridge on Aviation Parkway will block traffic 
(just like Island Park - big bridge, but little movement at 
rush hour) - and Island Park has no trucks. 

5C011-
007 

 Place des Couverneurs (Beauparc PVT K1J 0A3) 1700 
trucks per day going by on the Aviation Pkwy will severely 
impact the development due to pollution, increase traffic, 
vibration, etc. Also, there is much wildlife between PDG 
and the Aviation Pkwy which will be impacted. The bridge 
must not go through residential neighbourhoods - please 
consider MP Mauril Belanger's Montreal Rd - Canotek 
Park option 

5C01-003  Aviation Parkway south urban natural area 

5C01-005  Aviation Parkway north urban natural area 

5C02-004  This route destroys communities and quality of life. Any 
tourist visiting the Aviation Parkway area would think we 
were crazy and destructive to put a truck route through 
sheer natural beauty. 

5C011-
009 

Aviation/Montfort Hospital My house back to Aviation Parkway - Having a heavy 
commercial route is a flagrant environmental disaster 
because, already established residential dist??. Hospital 
Montfort. The noise/ w brake from the traffic would shut 
down the hospital. Parkland/pathways/Aviation museum 
encourages people to benefit from the 
beauty/convenience of this beautiful parkland and river 
shore. 

5C01-016 St. Laurent St. Laurent's expansion - increase traffic 

5C01-018  St. Laurent Blvd. 
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Table 3 
Corridor 5, Section C – Ogilvie Road to Highway 417 Split 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5C011-
008 

 Intersection St. L north will be closed adversely affects 
businesses St. L mall 

 

Table 4 
Corridor 5, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5R07-043 King Edward Build tunnel! (to the Queensway!) along (below) King 
Edward would be best 

5R07-018  Tunnel rather than a bridge on King Edward 

5R07-045 Aviation Parkway NCC - Covenant with citizens = no trucks on parkways 
ever! 

5R07-046  NCC Parkway - no trucks allowed 

5R07-047  No access to Rockcliffe Pkwy 

5R07-029  NCC parkway --> no trucks allowed 

5R07-024  Required restricted access to parkway 

5R07-002 Kettle Island  Kettle Island conservation area 

5R07-007  Aboriginal claims against island 

5R07-008  Historical site (Kettle Island) 

5R07-017  Can access to Island to provided? 

5R07-031  Raised bridge? So as not to disrupt island 

5R07-010 Rockcliffe Airport  Flight path for Rockcliffe airport 

5R07-013  seaplanes keep flight path open 

5R07-014  Oldest working airport in Canada 
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Table 4 
Corridor 5, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

5R07-020  Effect of bridge lighting on nighttime operation of airport 

5R07-030  Rockcliffe Airport cultural 

5R07-035  Rockcliffe shores - urban natural area 

5R07-026 University of Ottawa U of O 3 props biology, geology, civil engineering 

5R07-032 River Due to run-off of timber and paper processing on gat. 
River 

5R010-
001 

 Do not disturb toxic waste sediment from lumber trade 
down Ottawa and Gatineau Rivers. 

5R07-041 RCMP musical ride RCMP musical ride 

5R07-044 Rockcliffe Parkway No traffic spillover onto Rockcliffe Pkwy it cannot take any 
more traffic (one lane per direction!!) Same for Hemlock 

5.2 Corridor 6 - Lower Duck Island, Lorrain Boulevard 

5.2.1 Constraints/issues identified by the participants 

Several issues of a general nature were identified at each workshop. The following comments were 
provided specifically in relation to Corridor 6A: 

• These 3 options are not the answer. Think outside the box 
• Not built to have heavy traffic through built-up residential areas 
• This off ramp will be a hazard for trucks 
• Is there enough space to accommodate the traffic increase that will occur? (1 extra lane for each 

(illegible) might not be enough  Public transportation concerns -> (illegible)  to accommodate all 
(illegible) 

• People bike and walk to shopping and entertainment. Already need to cross roads that are busy. 
Don't need roads that are busier. Drivers already get off (illegible) 

• Increased CO2 emissions as cars/trucks drive around a longer distance as opposed to taking a 
more direct route via a bridge more centrally located 

• Major increase in traffic Higher pollution - air and noise Higher congestions Higher traffic on 
residential STS to avoid construction 

• What funding is provided from split heading east 
• Noise pollution will increase dramatically 
• Corridor should encourage trucks not Gatineau commuters 
• No trucks or buses here 
• Pollution 
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• Traffic 
• Impact to bus lanes/public transit 

 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 6B: 

• Recreational area used by many local residents 
• Supposed to be promoting  green transit options-Not more vehicles 
• Light Rail?? 
• Too Close to Traffic Increase+++ noise pollution 
• Find alternative to more trucks& cars-fed .govt invest in train mass transit 
• Loud, pollution heavy Trucks/impact on area neighbourhoods 
• Destruction of green space 
• Destroy a well used green space 
• Apple orchard important for all of Ottawa because bus accessible pollution from trucks( illegible) 
• High Pop. of people affected by increased traffic 
• ped. Safety crossing for shopping 
• traffic at rush hour have backups now how will I get to the metro stores. 
• Trucks will not do a circle route of this distance; distance means time money and pollution 
• Increased CO2 emissions as traffic drive around city as opposed to talking a more direct route 

with a bridge closer to downtown 
• If you make a bridge make the people who use it pay for it "toll Bridge" 
• Movement of the truck traffic with raids dangerous to health would be involving through a highly 

residential area 
• Noise pollution will increase dramatically to residential areas TRAFFIC ALREADY BAD 
• Value of the bridge is more for the Quebec side (residents) then the Ontario side (residents) 
• Can't transfer the problems of large trucks from corridor to another 
• Balance between community and (illegible) Both are essential (illegible) is in community 
• Collective (illegible) Public transportation a (illegible) cars 
• Bike paths, etc. 
• This is a major access point for first responders. Extra traffic and another interchange nearby will 

make access for fire, ambulances etc. more difficult 
• Integrate this into full transportation plan -truck design and destination -trams city (illegible)  public 

transit 
• This proposed bridge cannot provide any benefits to the people of eastern Ottawa! 
• Max cost to build new infrastructure and interchange 

 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 6C: 

• Property values impacted 
• Green space in our city /neighborhood detrimental to health-environment 
• this is an open field noise will travel very easily 
• seniors( illegible) 
• 2  to 3 times in traffic 
• Bike paths 
• recreation-community /family friendly area 
• Beautiful park area enjoyed by many 
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• environmental impacts 
• Recreation uses 
• Shoreline protection 
• Impact on wetland wild life 
• impact 5% of green space or 5 communities option 6 is better than option 5 
• This is the least Disruptive to communities of the 3 options 
• close to farm land( illegible) 
• $$ to cross affect on other programs/services 
• noise and vision for residents 
• visual problems of seeing bridge from pathway on river 
• safety of animals& wildlife in creek area 
• equipment( illegible ) 
• minimal impact on people and communities 
• additional traffic- additional noise-pollution road kill! 
• encourages housing development / loss of green space 
• increased commuter time and its already horrible 
• road can’t handle more traffic even if lanes expanded 
• pressure to develop ( in fill city directive) 
• Air pollution from car/traffic deposited  in to apples strawberries asparagus and risk to human 

health when eat fruits vegetables 
• traffic already at beyond capacity during rush hour there  back way of traffic as a? of bridge here ( 

illegible) 
• preserve much of the green space in section biking walking cycling . 
• Fails to address truck traffic  issues-brings problem to residential areas 
• No existing infrastructure in this area for a bridge 
• better uses for the area 
• Noise pollution heavy trucks in quiet areas 
• Roads and Bridges create traffic problems they don’t solve them -Bridge will attract development 
• pollution day to making traffic 
• Traffic congestion 
• huge recreational value bridge= traffic=pollution 
• this area should be enhanced not destroyed( illegible) 
• animals of all sorts turtles deer turkeys 
• noise, light , air pollution , vibrations 
• sunset point ardeth wood site 
• losing green space 
• environmental damage 
• interchange location is an issue 
• habitat for manly critters can we not think of them? Are people always king? 
• Trees nature recreational uses green wooded space is priceless and irreplaceable 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 6R: 

• Bridge will impact property values 
• Some people will lose their homes 
• Enhancement measures to consider 
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• Increased CO2 emissions as traffic drives around the only as approved taking a more direct route 
with a bridge more centrally located. 

• Illegible) and of the environment (illegible) 
• Equity - if can consider environment impact mitigation env. concerns in all corridors 
• As this is environmental study, how can anyone seriously think of this going through? 
• If choice between green space preservation and impact on people and neighborhoods, choose 

protection of people 
• Agreed 
• Is this the wetland? Is it sensitive? What class is it? 
• Has anyone consulted these residents? 
• 8 story high bridge means sound/trucks will carry over long distances - engine breaks coming off 

bridge 
• Loss of beautiful parkland enjoyed by many residents 
• Bridge takes away scenic drive 
• This is an open area -> noise travels 
• Major flyway for Canada Geese 
• A commuter road that alleviates traffic on highway No desire to expand industrial - residential 

areas nearby - preserve the few green spaces remaining - recreational uses for area residents 
• Homes view - environmental pollution -> noise! 
• If the bridge is built here it is doubtful that trucks would come out here but will continue to go 

downtown because more convenient/cheaper 
• Where will the wildlife go?? 
• This is a large crossing over river. Span of bridge would be long costs could be high 
• Goods movement study a priority before location 
• Wildlife is diversified plants of all sorts in danger 
• Pollution noise chemicals emissions 
• Environmental protection. Very sensitive area flora-fauna 

5.2.2 Potential improvements within the corridor 

 

Table 5 
Corridor 6, Section A – Highway 417 Split to Blair Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6A04-003 Montreal Road Quebec commuters will not come this far south they 
will get on/off at Montreal Road and (illegible).Tunnel 
would be better from (illegible) Cartier Traffic drivers 
on and off Ogilvie and congest it further 

6A04-004 Highway 174/Blair/Ogilvie Spillover from highway 174 exiting on Blair to avoid 
traffic -> increased traffic on Ogilvie 

6A07-005 Highway 174 /Ogilvie Increased traffic from the east will completely 
overwhelm the 174, particularly at the Blair 
interchange and the split. Congestion will load to 
traffic diversion to Ogilvie and other neighborhood 
roads 
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Table 5 
Corridor 6, Section A – Highway 417 Split to Blair Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6A07-006 Highways 174/417 Increased traffic on 174 as anyone going east on 417 
will add dramatically to clogging at the split 

6A09-009  If there were tolls on the 174/417 and the existing 
bridges and the income used to enhance public 
transit, no bridge would be needed 

6A09-010  Good idea! 

6A07-008  Transportation is key issue for this segment - in this 
small area LRT, expansion of 174 and 417 

6A04-011 174 174 Interchange (split) is already a nightmare. Adding 
traffic and trucks to this will only make the traffic and 
air quality worse 

6A09-004 Ogilvie/Montreal Rd/Blair/Innes No cur-through traffic on Ogilvie or Montreal Rd or 
Blair to Innes 

6A04-010 Highway Split Money has been invested in split already -> will this 
be wasted if redesigned? 

6A04-012 Blair Rd/Innes Blair rd is bust at rush house People crossing road to 
bus stop are at risk of being hit (illegible) off at Blair 
Rd to go to Innes Rd to bypass congestion 

6A09-007 Highway 417/Ogilvie/Beacon Hill How do we (illegible) traffic from bridge (illegible) with 
a packed 417 and (illegible) to Ogilvie a major artery 
for Beacon Hill residents? 

6A04-016 Highway 417/Greens Creek  Concerns about health and safety -increased 
accidents, cars, bikes and pedestrians being hit -
increased air pollution from trucks fir longer section of 
417 and for Greens Creek - Decreased walkable 
communities Higher obesity and lower physical 
activity Higher chronic disease (illegible) People will 
be more likely to drive (illegible)of traffic (illegible) 

6A04-006 Orleans Increased traffic/congestion at known bottleneck 
(from Orleans in the morning) hear hear 

6A09-014  Orleans is a suburb with minimal (illegible) 

6A09-015  All east end crossings will impact Orleans traffic 
regardless of location 

6A09-016  Many people commute from Orleans to downtown 
traffic is already bad 

6A07-003 Montreal Road Secondary Rd impact due to overflow (also Montreal 
Rd) 
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Table 5 
Corridor 6, Section A – Highway 417 Split to Blair Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6A04-009 Kettle Island 40 years ago this was already decided and build to 
cross at Kettle Island. This would be wasted tax 
dollars 

6A04-013 Quebec Much of the commuter traffic comes from the Aylmer 
sector of Gatineau. This would encourage greater 
development in the Gatineau sector 

6A04-014  The further east is chosen option is means greater 
pollution and much higher cost to trucks, so they will 
not likely use it. It will only increase commuter traffic 
from new development in Quebec 

6A09-001 Aviation Parkway Corridor is not optimal for truck traffic More noise, 
pollution with this corridor Highway close to residence 
Aviation Parkway is direct route north 

6A09-013  Aviation parkway already ready to accept traffic wide 
enough to expand. Least impact on environment 

6A09-003 LRT Station  Need good access to LRT station from East and 
Parking 

 

Table 6 
Corridor 6, Section B – Blair Road to Rockcliffe Parkway 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6B05-001 Montreal Road Increase in traffic due to Montreal Rd off Ramp 
moving further East 

6B05-027  Montreal rd is a bike route for commuters increase in 
traffic will be a safety risk 

6B05-028  increase traffic on Montreal Rd. 

6B11-010  How do we prevent Montreal Rd. from being 
overloaded by extra traffic from the bridge, commuter 
traffic in particular? 

6B05-002 Blair Road Safety impact due to increased overflow from Blair 
Off ramp 

6B08-002 174/Greenbelt Increased traffic win residential areas 174 close to 
protected area possible further encroachment this 
corridor is too close to greenbelt 

6B11-018 Highway 417 What problem is this bridge solving? Trucks 417 
bottlenecks 

6B11-019 Beacon Hill/Montreal Rd/ Highway Community Values - Beacon Hill. Quality of Life: 
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Table 6 
Corridor 6, Section B – Blair Road to Rockcliffe Parkway 

Code Location Value or point of interest 
174 safety - minimize noise and vibration maintain good 

air quality minimize impact on green space maintain 
reasonable areas to city via Montreal Rd Highway 
174 

6B05-003 Greenbelt Greenbelt used for many people walk bike ,ski to 
enjoy nature 

6B05-004  Traffic noise vibrations bad for habitat in green belt 
& for people. 

6B05-006  Wrong to destroy the greenbelt trees and animals. 

6B05-007  Greenbelt- bridge would destroy -noise pollution 
vibrations, light pollution 

6B05-022  Environmentally sensitive area-the only area of the 
greenbelt leading to river- foxes deer,- cannot put 
interchange here because of pollution & salt & noise 

6B11-014  To preserve green belt along Rockcliffe pkwy 

6B11-017  Total destruction of green belt!! 

6B05-005 Hunt Club/417/Innes/Industrial Trucks come from centre increased traffic from hunt 
club , 417,Innes and Industrial they will not go this far 
east 

6B05-012 Bearbrook. Walkerly /Blackburn/Old 
Innes 

Increased Traffic along Bearbrook from 
traffic(spillover) going to Innes or Walkerly/ including 
school and senior centre walking all of Blackburn is 
affected including old Innes. 

6B05-020 Beacon Hill  Moving interchange is expensive and will make it 
useless for Beacon Hill residents 

6B05-021 Montreal Road/Ogilvie  people will take shortcuts  through neighborhoods as 
they try to bypass the entire traffic on Montreal rd& 
Ogilvie Rd (park N ride walking path) 

6B08-003 Seniors Residence Seniors Residence impacted with traffic - add noise 
barriers 

6B08-006 Canotek Business Park and industrial area bridge route with 
minimal impact on communities & green space 
trucks have good access to Canotek. 

6B05-029 Ogilvie/Blair/Parkway/Beacon Hill 
North/Queensway/Montreal Road 

Connect Ogilvie or Blair to Parkway so that Beacon 
Hill N will have a way out as Queensway and 
Montreal Rd will be gridlock 

6B11-001 Montreal Road/Ogilvie  Trucks will be on Montreal Rd and Ogilvie Rd both to 
get on and off Qway 
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Table 6 
Corridor 6, Section B – Blair Road to Rockcliffe Parkway 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6B11-009  Affected on bike traffic on Ogilvie and Montreal Rd 
Biking good for health truck exhaust not 

6B11-002  Traffic from cars and trucks will (illegible) onto 
Montreal Rd and Ogilvie Road. Will lead to noise 
foundation acoustics(illegible) impact on property 
values 

6B11-005 Robert and Pickard Sensitive equipment at Robert O. Pickard subject to 
vibrations 

6B11-006 Rockcliffe Parkway  Avoid impact to Rockcliffe Prky. Volume access bike 
days. Don't want overloaded traffic east to west. 

6B05-030 CSIS CSIS Facility is  expanding bringing more surface 
traffic to the area already 

6B08-007 Green’s Creek  Green's creek toboggan hill is enjoyed by many 
children during the winter; pollution & development 
will impact this 

6B08-015  Is the ground around Greens Creek stable enough to 
support the bridge structure? 

6B11-011  An interchange here would destroy Green's Creek 

6B11-013 Lower Creek Lower Creek 

6B08-009 Barhaven/Gatineau  Consider ongoing shift to the west and Quebec DND 
to Nortel- RCMP to Barhaven-3 Gov’t federal 
buildings in Gatineau (illegible) 

6B08-010 174/Blackburn/Beacon     Hill 
North/Orleans   

Noise from 174 would increase it is already heard 
and loud in Blackburn hamlet, Beacon Hill North, 
Orleans 

6B08-013 174/417 is there a capacity to handle the increased traffic on 
174&417 

6B11-015 Orleans  How will this narrow corridor handle extra traffic in 
conjunction with extension of light rail to Orleans and 
possible to further widening of roadway? How will 
noise, pollution etc. be minimized? 
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Table 7 
Corridor 6, Section C – Rockcliffe Parkway to Ottawa River 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6C03-001 Highway 174 Greenbelt protection-congestion intersection on 174( 
illegible) 

6C03-021  no trucks on parkway-highway 174 is already at over 
capacity 

6C010-
024 

Highway 174/Montreal Road  traffic nightmare at 174/Montreal rd area 

6C03-003 Petrie Island Protect important wildlife corridor-water quality( close 
to Petrie Island) 

6C03-005 Greenbelt  Spirit/intent of greenbelt ruined! 

6C03-016  Greenbelt preservation 

6C010-
008 

 12 month use of greenbelt -boating, ski, bikes, 
joggers, walkers only 1.7 km of greenbelt 0 destroy 

6C010-
027 

 Destroying greenbelt the reason many people live in 
this area quality of life will suffer 

6C06-004 Parkway  safety of pedestrians & bike ride is on & crossing 
parkway 

6C06-005  Parkway is used by commuters on bikes car traffic is 
already unsafe due to volume. If additional car traffic 
results we will have to increase risk to those who are 
on bikes local residents in beacon hill already have 
difficulty when crossing parkway increasing evening 
rush hour to walk along river 

6C06-014  Rockcliffe prky impact? Traffic increased recreational 
( hits bike days) kids across to green space 

6C010-
015 

 access to Rockcliffe parkway 

6C06-006 Lower Duck Island  lower duck island didn’t have any environmental 
studies done on it in phase 1 as the #6 corridor is 
now expanded 

6C06-009 Sewage Treatment Facility/Highway 
174 & 417  

placing Bridge roadway close to treatment facility 
and wdust area keeps it out of community and green 
space area as much as possible  this also has 
minimal impact on surface streets with route getting 
directly to 174&417 

6C06-023  from worker at sewage treatment plant would dispute 
equipment in sewage treatment process 
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Table 7 
Corridor 6, Section C – Rockcliffe Parkway to Ottawa River 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6C010-
011 

 sewage treatment plant sensitivities 

6C06-015 Multi-Use Pathways  effort on rec pathways 

6C010-
018 

 damage to flora fauna recreation on pathways 

6C06-017 Quebec  excessive traffic coming from Quebec 

6C010-
022 

Green’s Creek  this corridor will destroy greens creek 

6C010-
025 

East Ottawa  east end is Armageddon 

 

Table 8 
Corridor 6, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6R02-001 Ottawa Treatment Plant/Green’s 
Creek/King Edward  

Don't give access to Rockcliffe parkway Expropriate 
Ottawa Sewage and move it if needed and to protect 
Greens Creek and communities in all corridors if too 
costly -go to tunnel downtown -lower KE road - 
bridge in west 

6R02-008 Ottawa Treatment Plant  Due to the sewage treatment plant (arrow pointing to 
comment number 009) 

6R02-011  Alignment should be tight against sewage treatment 
plant to minimize green space impact (see green 
(illegible)). 

6R02-012  No land to expand treatment plant (illegible) 

6R02-013  No! Accidents on highway could impact plant and 
vice-versa (arrow to comment 011) 

6R02-002 Green’s Creek  Protect air quality peace + quiet wildlife recreation 
Greens Creek 

6R07-016  Greens Creek fish and spawning grounds? 

6R07-024  Impact on Green's Creek wildlife and vegetation 

6R02-003 King Edward  How can you make all the (illegible) King Edward 
come this far east of (illegible) near downtown? 

6R02-004 Quebec  What (illegible) is there for Gatineau commuters to 
come east to take this route to downtown Ottawa? 
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Table 8 
Corridor 6, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6R02-009 Beacon Hill Beacon Hill has already sacrificed for the good of the 
city. We don't need a bridge as well! 

6R02-010 Quebec/Rockcliffe 
Parkway/Treatment Plant  

1. Pristine rec area to be retained free from incursion 
2. " " Wildlife " " 3. Bike paths to be retained 4. Have 
traffic surveys been conducted to determine Orleans 
to Gatineau and vice versa? 5. Where are trucks 
originating and where are their destinations? 6. No 
trucks to be permitted on the Rockcliffe Parkway 
(currently not being regulated) 7. Therefore should 
be no linkages from Parkway to any bridge 8. No 
bridge approach to be inside the current Rockcliffe 
Parkway right-of-way 9. The regional sewage plant is 
in the area and this area has contributed (enough!) 
to regional development (smells, trucks removing 
sewage waste) 

6R07-003 BLVD Hurtubise Urban sprawl (arrow pointing to BLVD Hurtubise) 

6R07-005 St. Louis Many residents of Maison St. Louis which is 
expanding use this area for fresh air and therapy 

6R07-007 Green Belt  Protect the green belt 

6R07-008 Rockcliffe Parkway  Wildlife turtle habitat (arrow pointing east of 
Rockcliffe Parkway) 

6R07-011 Petrie Island  East end garden of Eden from the Parkway to Petrie 
Island would be destroyed by option 6+7 

6R07-018 McLaurin Wetlands McLaurin Wetlands -migrating birds - filter the water - 
more pilings required 

6R07-019 Duck Islands Sport fishing quality will be reduced around Duck 
Islands 

6R07-020  Lower Duck Island never studied in Phase 1 Envir. 
Studies must be done now 

6R07-029 Sunset Point  The pathway along the river and through woods is 
one of the most beautiful areas in Ottawa, attracting 
families from across the region to cycle, jog, walk, 
trek, ski Sunset point is one of the best vistas on the 
river and the Gatineau Hills. A bridge at this point 
would be a sacrilege!!! 

6R07-030 River  River pollution is already a problem 

6R07-031  This is a large crossing over river. Span of bridge 
would be long costs could be high 

6R07-032 Pete's Island Beach Pete's Island Beach is not very far down river. Need 
to protect water quality prevent pollution 
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Table 8 
Corridor 6, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

6R07-036 King Edward Distance too long to attract diversion from King 
Edward for trucks. Increasing pollution 

6R07-038 Multi-Use Pathway  Preserve the cycling along the pathway 

 

5.3 Corridor 7 - McLaurin Bay Marsh to the Gatineau Airport. 

5.3.1 Constraints/issues identified by the participants 

Several issues of a general nature were identified at each workshop. The following comments were 
provided specifically in relation to Corridor 7A: 

• & parking already "deeded" to MTO 
• Traffic congestion 
• Road capacity not sufficient for current volume of traffic - Corridor 7 will add heavy increase 

adds pollution adds noise, adds congestion = Medical Health, extra distance from #5 to #7 
adds to fuel consumption and time for crossing will not be popular with truckers! 

• No! #5 is tops! 
• Increased traffic will need more lanes. 
• 3,000 or more vehicles/day 
• Fix this pinch point!! 
• Tight curve for truck and further merging 
• Corridor 5 makes most sense. Roads on both sides of river are already in place. It was 

already voted as #1 choice. 
• Again congestion 
• Increased congestion to already overtaxed road 
• No room to increase the highway width and under overpass 
• Too much pollution. I lived next to DVP in Toronto and couldn't have windows open or sit 

outside. 
• Impact on value of real estate would be very negative and owners should be compensated. 
• Doesn't make sense for trucks to approach the city to this point and then backtrack so far 

east too much fuel waste! Too much pollution! Too costly! 2000 vehicles/day! 
• Makes no sense!! 
• How much will new traffic lanes cost? Or shall we just sit in deadlock 2x's a day? 
• Main beneficiary are only trucks 
• NOT SO!!! Option 5 is best 
• Justification for bridge. 
• Traffic projections for 2031 do not include societal factors which may/may not change over 20 

yrs. Past 20 years show that many factors change - what will change by 2031? Last 20 yrs 
evidence: same sex marriage, smoking [gas prices, SPS driven traffic and are likely to 
change traffic density and speed] 

• Options 6 & 7 practical for trucks. 
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• Extra distance and gas, time 
• A bridge will encourage more people to use cars: more noise, more pollution, invest in 

rail/transit (OCTranspo) 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 7B: 

• Don’t' mess with an area when infrastructure is in place at another location!!! Who actually would 
use the bridge??? 

• Traffic split 
• Traffic congestion 
• and chaos 
• Best* least impact: environment - species preservation, pollution; residential - property values; 

infrastructure – cost 
• yes! 
• not relevant to this discussion 
• Me too! 
• How do our communities get out of this trap? 
• second overflow traffic 
• A long way for core-to-core truck traffic 
• Pick your own farm 
• This will become overflow route to downtown? 
• Nursing home 
• Yes! Trucks won't come so far east 
• $ to accommodate this?? 
• CO2 emissions as vehicles travel farther distance 
• *need to study downtown tunnel option 
• More safety issues for pedestrian with increased traffic 
• Increased congestion, already taxed road 
• traffic! Traffic! 
• Other cities would give anything to have a "green space" that we have - we are out to DESTROY 

IT 
• Night lights all along this area to accommodate excessive increase in traffic and then this would 

further diminish quality of life --> light pollution 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 7C: 

• What will be the compensation plan for a loss in real estate values? What is your mitigation plan 
to avoid a large classification lawsuit! What will be the municipal/tax reduction when my property 
value crashes? 

• Too close to both other intersections 
• Addition of interchange will slow traffic 
• Must be much more expensive option due to adjustments in all infrastructure compared to the 

Corridor 5 options (where all infrastructure is in place - with adjustments 
• CO2 emissions a vendres take less direct route than one more centrally located 
• future LRT corridor 
• Longest Route: 1 - most costly; 2 - most greenhouse gas and pollution; 3 - most fuel consumed; 4 

- most likely to be ignored/not used by truckers 
• Access to Sunday bike days 
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• Not minimum inter-exchange 2km available 
• Destroy entire rec area + view point (shoreline/bike/ski and walking path) 
• Farther core-to-core route 
• Longest crossing means most costly to build and maintain. Safe 
• How does our community get out of this trap? Why should we accept + agree. 
• No noise buffer via Option 7 to community. 
• CO2 emission/pollution for community 
• Gas line 
• Noise abatement 
• Property values --> reduced --> 
• Migration path for Canada Geese "landing millions of them 
• Year round commute/recreation path including x-country skiing 
• Tracks will be destroyed by road salts 
• Navigation requires high approach = no berms 
• These people live here because of this 
• Noise & road dirt - respiratory issues 
• noise, unsightly 
• The further east the corridor goes on, the less likely it will be used to cross by centre town 

traffic/trucks - 10km e cross 10km w 
• Safety of area bridge next to gas pipeline 
• Goods movement study incomplete. Need data! 
• Truck studies (will it solve the problem?) 
• Infrastructure not in place cost!!! 
• Huge cost! 
• Another intersection $$$ 
• Commuting time 
• Natural habitat for deer, foxes 
• Traffic congestion 
• Deer corridor 
• Danger - more traffic = fence the whole route? 
• Migration path Canada Geese 
• Deer, foxes other wildlife 
• Pollution 
• Noise factor (already a problem) 
• Keep bike path! 
• Bike to work!!! Don't want more air pollution 
• Who is responsible when the gas ?? ?? Up? 
• *High pressure natural gas pipeline - KABOOM!!! 
• East end's oasis near water river 
• (i.e. pollution falling off bridge) 
• Well-established neighbourhood - this was not on the official plan when neighbourhood planned & 

built 
• Tax compensation mandatory 
• School - decline in air quality - prevailing winds are west --> east 
• Real estate values will go down!!! 
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• Health issues, respiratory, noise 
• Danger! 
• expanding to a senior's village - use bike path 
• The life as we know will be destroyed/not an option. 
• No! #5 is tops!! 
• Rubbish!! 
• Spillover traffic 
• Farmland 
• This is the longest route downtown to downtown 
• Extra time gas $$ 
• This will become a second split in the east end. 
• Golf course 
• Interchange spacing 
• Traffic forced on to streets when traffic 
• Traffic overload 
• More lanes required 
• Fossils 
• Danger traffic patterns due to new interchange 
• Carbon sink destroyed 
• Boating 
• Geese migration 
• Extreme elevation of bridge req'd too much ramping through fragile green spaces 
• Not fiscally sound 
• Noise/fumes/vibration/pollution 
• Love to mediate 
• Look out toward Ottawa peace/quiet 

The following comments were provided specifically in relation to Corridor 7R: 

• Major recreational area would be degraded 
• Pollution and noise from traffic 
• noise/from engine brakes 
• How does our community get out of this trap? 
• No #5 option is preferred 
• Agree 
• Option best lease impact to: environment, residential, infrastructure, regional impact 
• 24” HP gas main 
• Pollution of sensitive land through chemicals such as salt, oil, etc 
• Loss of agricultural land 
• Much greater cost to cross here 
• Environmental impact! wetlands, shoreline 
• Truck noise from acceleration and deceleration on approached 
• Winter congestion idling 
• Significant fossil depots 
• Will destroy forest 
• Will be near area of natural and scientific interest (will suffer salt & road pollution) 
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• Significant wetland 
• Species preservation 
• Kayaking, canoeing, fishing, duck hunting; how do you shoot near a bridge? 
• A much longer detour than Option #5 
• Effect on pathway system 
• Needs to be maintained 
• That is the best vista on river 
• This area is one of the best vistas on the river with a view of the Gatineau Hills east end oasis! 
• Roads + bridge will not reduce traffic other environmentally should be considered 
• We are less privileged in the regard than west end 
• We need a panel study for this question 
• Put the bridge and the corridor where it will do the best damage to communities 
• Who owns lower deck; only disturbance to a wetland or island should be on the downstream side 

so sediment flows out 
• School 
• Not an option! 
• Not a feasible option 
• Build a forest to offset cost of bridge 
• High pressure gas line 
• Why no names? 
• High bridge visual pollution, noise 
• Who owns this farm subdivision snuck in? NCC selling this land 
• Deer corridor 
• Retired people will lose value in their homes 
• Sensitive wetlands 
• Ducks ?? lower nest 
• How can we do this? 
• Canada geese migration path 
• Forest 
• 5 year* tax credit to offset devaluation of property 
• Option #7 will cost $132M more than option #5 
• Quiet Peace will be destroyed 
• **traffic is impossible now. How will we cope with more? 
• Why was this study #1 choice not taken 
• Wood lot 
• The most costly option!!! 
• Waste of previous established infrastructure 
• What is the plan to avoid a large real estate valuation in this area due to the bridge construction? 
• What is the mitigation plan to avoid a class action lawsuit for proven real estate valuation loss? 
• What will be the municipal tax reduction when my valuation CRASHES? 
• Give 10 year tax holiday to affected residents 
• This option will cost 150 million more than the others. Do we have this kind of money to waste! 
• Most people living in this community are there because of natural amenities which they assumed 

would be protected in perpetuity under stewardship of NCC 
• Unacceptable noise, visual and air pollution impact on long established community 
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• Cherished remnant agricultural area 
• Important view plane 
• Enhance this area by either ‘no bridge anywhere of 5, 6,7’ or “Option 5” which is the least cost, 

least environmental impact option 
• Heavily used pathway 
• Threatens the “liver of the river”. This protect wetland acts as a filter and cleaner for the Ottawa 
• Reduced ecological services due to bridge 
• Disruption of water quality 
• Consider impacts on wetlands 
• Longest/most costly route + bridge 
• Impact on fish spawning 
• How can you ski under a 4 lane highway? 
• You can’t 
• Protect recreational fishing 
• One of best (only?) unspoiled views of the Ottawa River 
• Why would anyone consider building the longest route? 
• This side is very important to residents on Ontario side as well. Why are we not being include in 

these discussions? 
• Divide and conquer?! 
• Our property values will plummet. We are currently proud of our community. Pride is important to 

us. 
• Probable are at past. Aboriginal use because of commanding position in landscape 
• EA needs a panel versus this assessment 
• Sensitive soils 

5.3.2 Potential improvements within the corridor 

 

Table 9 
Corridor 7, Section A – Highway 417 Split to Blair Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

7A04-001 Montreal and Hunt Club Bypass Additional traffic pressure on the ramp to Montreal 
and Hunt Club bypass 

7A04-002 Highways 417 and 174/Blair 
Rd/Innes Rd/Montreal Rd/Aviation 
Parkway  

Long distance from bridge to the 417 - traffic going to 
Montreal will find necessary to use other roads e.g. 
17E Blair Rd to Innes etc. a new interchange to Hunt 
Club. The widening at 174 only accommodating 
current traffic load not traffic from bridge. Need to 
redo 417/174 interchange totally to accommodate 
bridge traffic. The intended use of Aviation Pkwy is 
not maximized with the bridge at #7. The 
infrastructure at Aviation Pkwy is already there. 

7A012-
007 

Highway 417/Blair Road/Highway 
174/Montreal Road 

Enhance 417 split to Blair Road section by 
minimizing incremental traffic on this section, by 
choosing a bridge option that minimizes traffic that 
travels on achieve this by guiding true north/south 
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Table 9 
Corridor 7, Section A – Highway 417 Split to Blair Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 
interprovincial traffic to not travel on 174 by means of 
Option 5 Bridge. This would take Gatineau to 
Montreal traffic onto 417 over 174. 

7A012-
008 

 Rather than 174 

7A04-012 Highway 417 Who benefits from this consultation! Cost of this 
option. Environmental degradation!! Tunnels are less 
intrusive!! ?? Central you to 417- 

7A012-
009 

Highway 417/Innes/ Industrial/Hunt 
Club 

Option 5 feeds directly into 417, Innes industrial and 
Hunt Club. It will be used by trucks as it is 
economical. 

7A05-020 Highway 174/St. Joseph/ Innes Congestion on the 174 will cause excess traffic on St. 
Joseph Innes 

7A04-013 Interchange  Traffic pressure on interchange (redesign/rebuild on 
all) 

7A04-014 Blair Road Unnecessary increase on traffic on interchange 

7A012-
005 

 Reduce amount of money to be expended on the 
overall project by not spending unnecessarily on 
expanding split-to-Blair section. Do this by choosing 
option 5 that already has been built in large part. 
Option 5 has been in Ottawa area plans for so long 
that property values have reflected knowledge of 
Option 5 being planned for. 

7A05-002 Rockcliffe Parkway Up to Rockcliffe Parkway 

7A04-005 Aviation Parkway Likely increase to auto traffic on Aviation 

7A04-009  #5 Aviation Parkway by the museum option only 
option! Least impact on: environment - species 
preservation, pollution - noise litter; residential - 
housing prices, quality of life; infrastructure - cost! 

7A05-004 Montreal Rd up to Montreal Rd 

7A04-007 Canotek Canotek does not solve traffic issue 

7A04-010  Canotek impacts traffic on 174! Already busy. 

7A04-011  You are right! 

7A04-015 Golf Course  Use this city -owned golf course if needed. 

7A05-009 Schools Schools Gloucester High and Lester B. Pearson 

7A05-015 Greenbelt Infrastructure is already in place and was designed 
for this (impact is much smaller than on Greenbelt). 

7A05-016  The Greenbelt is sacred land 

7A012- Orleans Building rapid transit (LRT) options to east end ASAP 
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Table 9 
Corridor 7, Section A – Highway 417 Split to Blair Road 

Code Location Value or point of interest 
012 - Going out to Orleans reducing traffic on this route. 

7A012-
011 

Orleans/Cumberland It's Option 5 or no bridge at all. There's no benefit for 
Orleans, Cumberland . . . With Options 6-7/ 

7A012-
001 

Aviation Museum Least impact: environment residences infrastructure 
or Aviation Museum. But also connect to the long 
waited, many times cancelled ring road. 

7A012-
006 

Nicholas Street Enhance this section by planning for a circle road 
round Ottawa and/or a Nicholas Street tunnel to 
relieve downtown truck traffic. 

 

Table 10 
Corridor 7, Section B – Blair Road to Rockcliffe Parkway 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

7B01-002 Golf Course Use the city-owned golf course if a corridor is needed. 

7B02-020  The city owns this land/golf course. It could be used. 

7B06-010  Use this golf course for the route 

7B01-003 Rockcliffe Parkway  Wildlife transit corridor. Don't allow any connection to, into the 
Rockcliffe Parkway - already too congested 

7B02-006  No option that puts traffic on the Rockcliffe Parkway - impact on 
important ecological areas - too much traffic on a road that the 
NCC promised in the 1970's would never be a commuter route - 
what a crock that was! 

7B02-007  Not relevant 

7B01-004  Are areas such as Rockland/Plantagenet/?? Alfred involved - 
lots of traffic coming from these areas. 

7B06-011  No extra traffic on the Rockcliffe Parkway should not be a major 
commuter route 

7B01-005 Split Because of split and traffic neighbourhood roads are being 
used. 

7B01-006 Navan Sars Navan Sars 

7B01-008 Hospitals Major route to hospitals will have difficulties getting through at 
peak times 

7B01-013 Greenbelt  Don't develop on the greenbelt!! 

7B01-014  not all parts of the greenbelt have the high ecological value 

7B06-007  Reducing Greenbelt size 

7B02-015 Parkway Will also use parkway 
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Table 10 
Corridor 7, Section B – Blair Road to Rockcliffe Parkway 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

7B02-012 Gloucester High School Gloucester High School 

7B01-015 Orleans Orleans, other than the areas directly implicated, are not being 
made aware of Option 7 and the chaos the traffic will cause! 

7B01-016 Bearbrook/ Innes Rd. Increase in traffic on Bearbrook as access to Innes Rd. 

7B01-017 Chamerland/Chapel 
Hill/Innes Road/Nicholas 
Strett/Highway 
174/Aviation Parkway 

Enhance this area by not forcing incremental traffic - that will 
further add to daily congestion that extends to Chamerland etc., 
and future affects communities south (Chapel Hill, Innes etc.). 
Do this by choosing bridge Option 5 or Nicholas St. tunnel that 
takes north-south traffic over 174 as much as possible. E.g. 
current Aviation Parkway has a bridge to take north-south traffic 
over 174 without improving traffic on 174. 

7B02-014 Highway 174 Opportunity cost of future LRT - lost if 174 keeps growing 

7B02-024  (50%) congestion on 174 for Orleans resident 

7B06-008  Traffic nightmare on 174 due to ?? ?? traffic for all communities 
in east 

7B06-002 Highway 417 *We should have a downtown tunnel to 417 - less disruption 
road access than in Quebec truckers like most direct route! 

7B02-001 Aviation museum Aviation museum 

7B02-009 Gatineau Gatineau section is protected wetland 

7B02-010 Montreal Road ? Too close to Montreal for interchange require 2kms between 
by current risks 

7B02-018 Blackburn/Highway 174 Secondary traffic will use Blackburn to bypass 174 congestion 

7B02-022 King Edward and the King Edward trucks are local. 

7B06-005 Ogilvie/Montreal more traffic along city streets (Ogilvie & Montreal Rds) 

 

Table 11 
Corridor 7, Section C – Rockcliffe Parkway to Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

7C03-004 Orleans ferme D'Orleans - perte de terrain?? 

7C010-
002 

Orleans & Rockcliffe All of Orleans & Rockcliffe affected by a greater traffic 
congestion. 

7C010-
017 

Cumberland, Rockland, 
Hawkesbury  

Traffic from Cumberland, Rockland as far as Hawkesbury 

7C03-006 Convent Glen Will security of residents be affected? (convent Glen) 
Consideration of the construction phase - will be HELL for a 
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Table 11 
Corridor 7, Section C – Rockcliffe Parkway to Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 
local community. What about environmental impact assessment 
by experts (e.g. wildlife area, wetlands) when/how will this be 
done? 

7C03-007 Highway 174/Convent 
Glen  

Elevated bridge at 174 accesses will obliterate the greenbelt. 
Increase in air pollution from prevailing winds e & w from bridge 
esp. in convent Glen north respiratory issues. Increase in dust 
and dirt in community. Salt from bridge in winter would 
adversely impact greenbelt fields. 

7C03-009 Highway 174 174 at capacity now 

7C03-015  Secondary traffic due to 174 congestion 

7C03-018  Secondary traffic due to 174 congestion 

7C07-004  Except for the 174 and people living east 

7C07-028  High elevations of both bridge + interchange at 174 - unsightly, 
noise, dirty 

7C010-
030 

 This got to be the most idiotic option. Which good tough of that 
- must have been on smoking weed. Traffic on #174 is at a 
standstill now; add 3 new lanes & it will still be at a standstill 

7C03-011 Greenbelt Spirit/intent of greenbelt is ruined/dismissed. 

7C03-012  The greenbelt must not be developed. It must be protected. 

7C03-013  Bridge loss of entire east end greenbelt (do not want this) 

7C03-014  The bridge + it's (width) embankment will not simply carve a 
path through the greenbelt but will destroy in completely. Isn't 
the NCC suppose to protect the greenbelt? 

7C03-021  Elimination of farmland/greenbelt. This wedge to destroy 
greenbelt - no mitigation available 

7C03-029  Loss of greenbelt 

7C03-031  When it was put in, community was told it would be the last 
inroad on the greenbelt 

7C07-005  *Traffic, *Loss of greenbelt 

7C07-006  Consistent with greenbelt master plan? City mass transit plan? 

7C07-016  Keep the greenbelt green! 

7C07-019  Thought the greenbelt was to improve air quality 

7C07-025  Green belt! 

7C07-026  The NCC won't allow the LRT on the parkways how can they 
justify a bridge diagonally through "greenbelt"??? 

7C07-030  (What about the "rules" protecting the greenbelt?) 

7C010-  Wildlife will leave. Don't build in greenbelt. 
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Table 11 
Corridor 7, Section C – Rockcliffe Parkway to Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 
003 

7C010-
018 

 Greenbelt is unique feature of Ottawa's: visual impact noise; 
year round recreational; national interest land --> designated by 
NCC; *natural gas line buried along this line (safety issue); 
wildlife habitat; wetland (bike traffic impacted) 

7C010-
022 

 Flora + FAUNA habitat Way off our greenbelt!! 

7C010-
023 

 Way off our greenbelt 

7C010-
027 

 and greenbelt 

7C010-
031 

 A bridge would be inappropriate in this location: it is not fiscally 
sound as it is the longest span of any option; it disturbs the 
tranquility of the NCC greenbelt for people and wildlife 

7C010-
026 

Greenbelt and Greens 
Creek 

East end has less riverside greenscape than west end. We 
cherish our greenbelt pathway & river experience. Protect 
Greens Creek 

7C03-016 Madonna Nursing Home Madonna nursing home too close to interchange noise pollution 

7C07-012  Nursing homes residence Madonna 

7C03-032 Burgandy Berms & vegetation along Burgandy + Vineyard do nothing to 
abate noise. 

7C07-011 Golf course Golf course 

7C07-021 River Need uninterrupted river access path for recreation 

7C07-037 St. Louis Nursing home St. Louis residence - Quality for our elderly 
(respect) 

7C010-
035 

 Lowering of quality of life for residents - 8 nursing home 
residence St. Louis respect 

7C03-040 St. Louis Residence St. Louis - Why are they expanding St. Louis 
(Bruyere) and put a bridge there will not be serene? 

7C07-003 Canotek Seriously Canotek only option least impact to environment 
residences infrastructure. 

7C010-
005 

Aviation Museum Aviation Museum (if you must build) least impact on: 
environment, residence, infrastructure 

7C010-
033 

King Edward Won't solve trucking problem on King Edward. Trucks will not 
come this far east to go to Aylmer. 

7C010-
034 

 So true!!! 
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 Table 12 
Corridor 7, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 

7R05-008 Aviation Parkway  Aviation museum parkway 

7R08-004  #5 museum Aviation Parkway 

7R011-
006 

 Why create new environmental issues, when the 
aviation parkway was already developed for the 
purpose of a bridge. Why not build a tunnel under the 
river at the top of aviation parkway? 

7R05-010 Greenbelt Greenbelt is there for a reason; can’t keep “cutting” it 

7R05-011  Recreational easement with direct access to 
greenbelt from house 

7R05-017  Narrowest greenbelt: noise; visual pollution; intrusion; 
land value; major recreation area; air pollution; no GB 
development 

7R05-032  Reduces/eliminates narrowest part of greenbelt 

7R05-033  The greenbelt in this area was already reduced 

7R08-017  This is our NCC greenbelt, LAY OFF!!! 

7R08-035  Bridge/road footprint will destroy greenbelt (not a 
driveway but a hug land width footprint) 

7R011-
007 

 Lay off our greenbelt 

7R011-
008 

 Not all greenbelt has high ecological value. High 
landscape-view value yes, change low ecological 
value land for the corridor 

7R011-
017 

 Any new transportation infrastructure anywhere in this 
greenbelt area would totally compromise both 
ecological and recreational and aesthetic value 

7R011-
019 

 Narrowest part of NCC greenbelt 

7R011-
041 

 We paid a premium to be on Greenbelt! 

7R05-027 Marina Marina with several float planes flight path? 

7R011-
032 

 Marina + float planes will be impacted 

7R05-014 Convent Glen North Health issues of air pollution on residents of Convent 
Glen North 

7R011-
015 

 Noise from roads/bridge will destroy quality of life for 
Convent Glen Community. We bought in Convent 
Glen for the quiet access to the greenbelt and 
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 Table 12 
Corridor 7, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 
canoeing. Our recreation and enjoyment of it will be 
destroyed. 

7R011-
037 

 The blue heron that crosses the river and flies over 
our homes in Convent Glen will lose his habitat, and 
we will lose a unique and cherished aspect of living in 
Convent Glen. 

7R011-
038 

 Well said 

7R011-
039 

 Canoeing from Convent Glen and down Murphy Bay 
will do longer be possible/enjoyable. Being in Convent 
Glen currently means being active outdoors. The 
bridge will destroy this. 

7R05-030 Highway 417/King Edward  This is the longest route from 417 & Nicholas to Hwy 
5045. King Edward route is 5.25km. This route is 
28.7km 

7R08-015 Highway 174 What can be done to make this possible: tunnel to 
174; who pays for all the extra cost of duplicate? our 
taxes 

7R011-
014 

Rockcliffe/Highway 417 Enhance this area by not putting in a traffic 
interchange here that will add to terrible traffic 
congestion from Rockcliffe to 417 split when much 
traffic (interprovincial) that would use bridge 7 would 
instead cross 174 and not travel on 174 by using 
bridge at Option 5 

7R05-031 Orleans River Trucks will not use it. Winds from west and northwest 
pollution. Fumes and noise, aircraft and will blow over 
boats use Orleans River 

7R05-038 Highway 50 Where are trucks expected to go? To Montreal 
(through Ottawa), this route is such a detour. The 50 
will be completed soon which will be preferred route. 

7R08-001 Canotek Canotek option least impact to all: environmental - 
species preservation, noise; residential - property 
value; infrastructure; preservation of green space 

7R08-002  Canotek option does not solve issue of traffic load on 
174 

7R08-003  wrong! 

7R08-012  Canotek option 6A presents the least interference 
with/to neighbourhoods 

7R08-011 Schools Elementary school here 

7R08-027 Green’s Creek  Human health: cadmium; road, heavy metals; noise 
pollution; home; vibration fatigue; *property value 1/2; 
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 Table 12 
Corridor 7, Ottawa River Crossing 

Code Location Value or point of interest 
quality of life abuse; retired + young family 
community; take more farm land; increase of people 
pollution; garbage; greens creek destroyed? How to 
protect what is left. 

7R011-
031 

 Greens Creek ecologically significant area: identified 
by NCC as one of a few key, ecological area in NCC 
greenbelt 

7R08-030 Business Park Scrub forest adjacent to the business park is a 
suitable place to put the corridor 

7R011-
021 

Blanche River Blanche River access will be disrupted 

7R011-
036 

 Yes, I had comments on Riviere Blanche. Not on our 
maps. 

 

5.3.3 General Concerns and Mitigation Comments Regarding Study 

In addition to the above issues raised by the participants at the sessions, more comments were provided 
in relation to each section. They are often redundant to those already mentioned in above sections. They 
are:   

Section 5-A:  

• Impact on National Institutions 
• Beechwood Cemetery 
• RCMP Stables/Police College 
• Aviation Museum 
• Impact on Recreation 
• airport/flight school 
• boating 
• walking/biking 
• scenic parkway 
• Trucks will just head back to downtown 
• Health (for people in area) 
• air quality 
• noise 
• Health – impact on Montfort  effects all people in Ottawa 
• MRI’s 
• access to hospitals 
• Safety – kids 
• Sr. citizens 
• Disabled 
• It is a high density neighbourhood 
• Economic impact – decrease in property values 
• Access to employers 
• CMHC 
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• Montfort 
• La Cite 
• What about Rockcliffe base development? 
• Not solving the problem of traffic being in a highly populated area (King Edward) 
• Just moving it 5 min. away to another area 
• Down-town tunnel will reduce the trade problem without inciting additional commuter traffic from 

cheap houses (QC) to high paying jobs (ON) 
• Have a truly fair consultation process! Asking for enhancement of an option that is unacceptable 

is an indirect expression of support for something no one wants. We all agree we need options 
but they have to be transparent, balanced and fair. Most people here appear not to trust the 
organizers. 

• This is the unanimous opinion of this table. 
• for now, 
• The team must evaluate each corridor to present relative merits. Weighted factors must be 

developed we’re here to help do that. 
• Protect RCMP stables 
• Tunnel – not a bridge too many people live in Corridor 5 to make it a viable option Rockcliffe air 

base development will mean even more people living in this area 
• Extensive mitigation of sound, diesel fumes, dangerous cargo needed 
• Will need to excavate rock near hospital unless bridge access is one lane north of MM Rd. 
• This corridor does not solve King Edward’s truck volume problem – what can? 
• Redevelopment of Rockcliffe Airbase shouldn’t be segregated (i.e. the 417 doesn’t bring 

communities together). 
• Tunnel is the way to go! 
• Agree 
• Growth projections are west, not east (Aylmer, West Ottawa). If there is any case for a bridge it is 

in the west end  
• Focus on public transit for people, tunnel for trucks 

 

Section 5-B:  

• Consider truck traffic reduction with 4 lane hwy. Gatineau to Mtl.  
• Will be completed before bridge 
• Consider inter-provincial transit improvements (i.e. light rail/busways) and future projected need 

for bridge 
• Agree 
• Consider tunnel options (especially King Edward) 
• Agreed 
• Stop the tunnel vision! Build one! 

 

Section 5-C: 

• This alignment divides community on either side of parkway  currently valued green space, bike 
paths and some pedestrian crossings that would be eliminated 

• Children currently cross parkway to get to school. 18 wheelers?? 
• no trucks on Corridor 5 
• Expensive modification of interchange at 174/417 
• Health – noise (trucks, brakes) 
• Wildlife 
• Recreation – paths 
• Church 
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• Pursue other options: 
• “Canotek Option” 
• Tunnel from MacDonald Cartier bridge to Nicholas exit (417) 
• Keep Kettle Island best option 
• Tunnel option along King Edward 
• fix the split, noise mitigation 
• berms, 417 expansion, grade separation 
• separate 2 issues 
• address truck traffic 
• address commuter traffic 
• include Ottawa & Gatineau in process 
• STOP TUNNEL VISION! SO BUILD ONE 
• Agree 
• protect property values 

  

Section 5-R: 

• NO KETTLE!!! is only solution 
• Tunnel best!! to Queensway 
• Bridge should have a transit system attached to it to reduce car traffic on 417/174 from Gatineau 

(Rapibus on QC – linking to light rail in Ottawa St. Laurent, Cyrvil, Blair stations 
• need a corridor that is connected to public transit Corr 5 is the worst option in that respect 

according to study part 1 
• Make McDonald Cartier bridge one way to Ottawa in the morning and one way out of Ottawa at 

night. If you still need a new bridge, make it one way out of Ottawa in the morning, and one way 
into Ottawa at night. 

• Corridor 6 is the cheapest to build (distance). Build a tunnel there and connect it directly to 417W. 
• Assessment must consider that the solution will handle 100% of the Inter-Prov truck (heavy truck) 

traffic. The purpose (Terms of Ref.) is to remove heavy truck traffic from King Edward. How does 
this impact the viability and impacts of Corridor 5? 

 

Section 6-A: 

• Increase 174 lanes to 4 wide in each direction 
• 417 to 174 and vice versa would have to be widened 
• pedestrian overpasses would have to be built over roads due to increased spillage 
• noise barriers erected along wider roads 
• redesign 174/417 interchange 
• encourage trucks – discourage commuter; traffic from Gatineau 
• new traffic study. Follow the trucks to see where they go from downtown. Most go to the 

warehouse area off of Walkley Rd/Innes/Hawthorne/Sheffield. Few truck travel to east eng 
beyond the split (except for delivery trucks to box stores). This makes Kettle Island the logical 
choice, the road is already there and trucks don’t have to go the distance (back track) to get there 
(as they would with a bridge at Corridor 6) 

• bridge should link to a Ring Road bypass residential 
• Do not join bridge traffic in to 174; join this traffic at 417 only 
• Minimize impact to communities by placing bridge route next to sewage treatment facility and 

business park. Good access to 174 and 417 with minimal surface traffic impact.  
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• No! Needs to go outside eastern edge of Rockcliffe Parkway or stick to Aviation Parkways Option 
#5 

• Blair and Ogilvie Road is unlikely to accept widening to enhance traffic flow at present volumes; 
therefore adding all the current truck traffic that passes down King Edward would have to be 
handled. This part of 174 needs thus to be enhanced to allow for double the traffic 

• The Hunt Club Extension will deliver south Ottawa traffic to highway 417 which will result in 
addition traffic to use the Blair/417 section of road. This seems like a counter enhancement!!! 

• Please explain how the LRT roadway will impact this or any other bridge crossing 

 

Section 6-B: 

• Toll bridge 
• No trucks on Bear brook 
• No direct access to Blackburn from bridge 
• Keep Montréal rd interchange 
• Access from bridge in not an interchange- only a split (i.e., only on & off ramps) 
• No southern connection 
• Protects & avoids greens creek area 
• No trucks on Montréal rd or Blair rd  
• No direct to Canotek from Bridge 
• No direct access onto Rockcliffe parkway 
• Makes it difficult to access Rockcliffe parkway from Bridge 
• Encourage/enforce car- pooling – locate park & ride LRT station at foot of bridge 
• Move jobs/places of employment to the communities so that roads & bridges are not needed. 

Think of the $ gov’t would save. Embrace tele-working most people in Ottawa are knowledge 
workers& don’t necessarily need an “office” in a building downtown. Be like the jettisons- we 
should be flying it’s the only way we will get out of Beacon Hill! 

• Choose the Canotek option 
• Reconsider Bridge in east end might be better placed in far west or Central 
• Toll Bridge. 
• The negative impact of this project cannot be effectively mitigated 
• It offers no benefits to this community  
 

Section 6-C: 

• Put links away from Green’s Creek & Orleans homes 
• Put links away from Rockcliffe PKW. So that it is different access Rockcliffe pkw from bridge 
• Protect Green’s Creek between Rockcliffe Park way & Canotek 
• Provide pedestrian crossing with lights to stop traffic and allow residents to cross Rockcliffe 

parkway to access River pathway (already difficult at rush hour) 
• Noise Barriers (hills) along homes backing on Rockcliffe parkway 
• Protects dark green areas/considers white area& current bridge crossing to local damage 
• Move away from Beacon Hill residents 
• If the approaches and bridge go through this corridor there Is no way you mitigate the damage to 

the sensitive environment go to the panel review for environmental assessment 
• Ensure existing parkway loop and corridor are re-used for bridge traffic to minimize environmental 

impact of new construction. 
• This would negatively impact all communities boarding on the parkway as well as wildlife & 

access to recreation areas 
• How many animals must we kill? 
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Section 6-R: 

• Consider making use of existing parkway loop and corridor to minimize environmental impact 
• Protect river pathway  it is the only park in the Beacon Hill North Area accessible to many 
• Move bridge as far from lower duck island as possible (further east) to protect fishing around 

island and safety of boaters/fishers 
• Provide noise barriers on bridge so that the community can still enjoy river pathways 
• Place over narrow area of river to reduce impact on river (i.e. fewer pilings) 
• Protect treed area (ie minimize destruction of trees) 
• The river needs to be protected near the islands -> the area near the upper and lower duck 

islands is known to be the home of many fish and water fowl (nesting in island) -> the salt and 
pollution from trucks and traffic has to be downstream of these islands and preferably away from 
end of Green’s Creek (ie inlet) 

• Provide ped. Crossing at Parking lot for crossing Rockcliffe Pkw. 
• This corridor does not address the trucks properly 
• Bridge does not remove truck issue downtown – you need tunnel downtown or bridge in west 

where trucks want to go in the first place -> to 416 or (illegible) instead of just mitigating the 
problem 

• Make sure any crossings is connected to (illegible) regional (illegible) transit and favors public 
transit and ecological (illegible)(cycling etc) versus individual needs ie commuters resisting the 
21st century urban need for collective solutions to collective life. Bridge in east will only favor more 
cars, jamming (illegible) downtown. Value: people, communities, quality of life, over cars 

• Communities -> 1st in ranking 
• Build a tunnel 
• Further east is the bridge, the less commuters there will be 
• The original Lower Duck (east of Rockcliffe pkway) effects less the env. Sensitive (illegible). Go 

for it if you must. 
• Not an enhancement measure (arrow pointing to comment 008ii) 
• Will traffic clog the Rockcliffe Parkway (illegible) of cyclists to commute to work Preserve the 

cycling along the Rockcliffe and aviation Parkway The recreational pathways do not address the 
needs of the commuting cyclists  

 
 

Section 7-A: 

• Roche/GENIVAR have done many of these projects. Based on well establish precedent and case 
history:  

• How fast do real estate valuation fall? 
• When/how long to real estate valuation bottoming? 
• What is the fed/prov/municipal real estate loss mitigation plan? 
• How do you plan to mitigate a looming class action? 
• Sound barriers along homes backing onto 174 and 417 
• Build a tunnel for Corridor 5 
• dig the Aviation Parkway 10 meters to act as sound barrier just like they did for Scott st. COC 

Transpo rapid transit simple, idiot proof, how ?? impact on ?? or neighbourhood. 
• Build the bridge as far as possible from the residences on ?? ?? and Vouyager 
• Must make major improvements to present hiways 
• extend train system to place d’Orleans 
• Covered bridge over river as a tourist attraction (?? in would 
• tunnels on dry land – to avoid noise pollution 
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• I object to the short timeframe for notification etc. Is this just to  and say you did a consult? 

 

Section 7-B: 

• Don’t choose Route #7 
• Aviation Parkway by the museum best #5 option: least impact: 
• environment 
• residential 
• infrastructure 
• What will happen to the endangered species 
• What endangered species 
• There are laws to protect fish (Fisheries Act) but none to protect people 
• Least impact is for a truck only crossing (absolutely no cars/small trucks) 
• Keep a very lw profie crossing i.e. trench and tunnel you cover  
• How does our community get out of this trap? 
• Do not assume consultation/dialogue equates with agreement + acceptance 
• Expand Hwy 174 to 16 lanes in each direction 
• Integrate future east end transit plans, i.e. LRT east how does it fit? 
• Corridor 7 needs to be integrated into a comprehensive traffic plan for the whole of the east end 

in order to see the impact on the existing traffic problem of the increased traffic from the bridge 
• Widen St. Joseph Blvd to handle increased secondary traffic 
• Noise barriers 
• Congestion mitigation – improved flow 
• Trucker lanes and flow hours 
• Mitigating loss on real estate values 
• Mitigate impact of a close action lawsuit 
• high cost $$$ new lanes needed to SPLIT 
• + overpasses 
• On the Ontario side, there is no really high value ecological here – not true on the QC side 
• Whey spend $millions to encourage pollution and climate change rather than building facilities for 

public transit 
• tunnel under Dalhousie would remove need for bridge for several years AND answer truck 

problem which none of the bridges can do 
• Link to train, LRT, Ring Road (needed) 
• Where is the Ring Road in all of this discussion? 
• Not fair to hold the Gatineau and Ottawa events on the same night 
• Will your steeter ?? come and walk through places like Manor Park, Rockcliffe Park, New 

Edinburgh, Ruthwell Heights, Lindonlea, as we will all be impacted by the additional traffic 
overbrook, Venier 
 

Section 7-C: 

• If Corr 7 used road should be as far west (i.e. away from houses) as possible 
• Widen 174 to 8 + lanes to the split 
• Install sound barriers full length of new Hwy + on bridge 
• Select route #5 iaw (in accordance with) common sense and original study, and investments 

already made 
• Option 5 has a great (the greatest) impact on people, school, communities, hospital, Rockcliffe 

Airport – impact on 6 of Ottawa’s forested urban natural areas – high ecology value. Also Kettle 
Island which is owned by the Natural Conservancy of Canada and purchased by them for its very 
high ecological value – don’t destroy these wonderful areas. 

 cover 

land 

trench 
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• Noise mitigation needed 
• Air quality measures needed 
• What about the wildlife? 
• Canoteck option 
• This does not solve the issue of traffic and that is issue 
• You should of thought of that when you bought there! 
• Option 7 would have just as much if not more impact on schools, people, seniors, residence – 

prevailing west to east winds bring all pollutants directly to the community – protected westlands, 
geese migratory pattern wildlife, e.g. deer, fox Not relevant at all 

• Who is considering the impact on the Aviation Museum and the Rockcliffe Airport – too 
dangerous to pilots to put a bridge on the Kettle Island corridor 

• No mitigating factors. 
• Most expensive longest bridge. 
• Kettle Island corridor will require moving the airport runway – putting the new runway into the high 

ecological value urban natural area No. 169 and will also impact on the adjacent UNA No 170 – 
Don’t do it 

• Not relevant 
• Build bridge/tunnel in area already built-up – not in prime G/Belt area and naturally important & 

irrecoverable – greber turns in grave! Why spoil such a beautiful protected area? 
• Any tunnel should continue under the Ottawa River and exist on the QC side – expensive? Yes 

but think long term. 
• If bridge is 8 stories high, will be may be 2-4 stories high at shore. No way to mitigate noise with 

barriers. Plus engine brakes + gear shifting. 
• & fume & pollution  CANCER 
• *Excellent 
• Abandon Option #7, make option #5 cars only & combine with option #6 which would be truck 

only. (reduced impact on Manor Park & option #6 can be mitigated around the Canotek Industrial 
park. 

• Abandon Option #7, make option #5 cars . (reduced impact on Manor Park & option #6 can be 
mitigated around the Canotek Industrial park. 

• can be done by digging 10 meters down up to split, like OC Transpo did for Scott St. 
 

5.4 Comments on the Consultation Process 

 
A number of comments dealt specifically with the consultation process. It should be noted that these were 
more numerous during the first session: 

• The consultations were held at the last minute and during the summer months. 
• There was a resistance to letting unregistered participants attend, and it was difficult to obtain the 

location, times and address of the meeting halls.  
• The public consultation process did not constitute listening and responding to views 
• The public consultation method was deficient and unfair. 
• The public consultation did not involve appropriate and updated maps with the identification of 

landmarks such as schools. 
• The public consultation process did not reflect the NCC’s key principles for public engagement.  
• The bridge will be here for 100 years so the process should not be rushed. 
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6.0 Summary 

Most if not all the values stated in the Community Values Functional Diagram (Figure 1) were dealt with 
directly by the participants: 

• Values pertaining to health were often mentioned, especially in regard to actions needed in all 
corridors to deal with truck-based noise, vibration, congestion and pollution issues. Maintaining 
access and quality service at Montfort hospital was a concern in Corridor 5.  

• With regard to protecting quality of life, the most frequent concerns were related to minimizing 
traffic in residential neighbourhoods, maintaining views and preserving the multi-use trails for 
recreation purposes. 

• All aspects of personal and road safety were often brought up  in each corridor.  
• The issue of nature preservation was often raised, especially in relation to the Greenbelt, Greens 

Creek and wildlife species.  
• The final set of values, those pertaining to the optimization of economic impacts, was also 

mentioned quite often in all its aspects, but more specifically in relation to maintaining property 
values in Corridor 7, and exploring LRT options in all corridors.  

The comments relating to Corridor 5 (Aviation Parkway, Kettle Island, Montée Paiement) are summarized 
as follows: 

• Truck impacts in residential neighbourhoods include heavy traffic, pollution, noise, salt, vibrations 
and accidents. 

• Concerns regarding additional congestion and bottlenecks on existing roads, particularly on 
Hemlock and Beechwood. 

• Combining bridge traffic with future traffic resulting from new residents at the Rockcliffe Airbase 
will further increase congestion. 

• Concerns regarding impacts to the multi-use pathways, wetlands and natural habitat  
• The RCMP Musical Ride is a defining feature of the neighbourhood and will be impacted by the 

project. 
• Concerns related to impacts on the Montfort Hospital such as increased Gatineau patients in 

Ottawa, evacuations due to toxic spills, fumes and noise. 
 

The comments relating to Corridor 6 (Road 174, Lower Duck Island, Lorrain Boulevard) are summarized 
as follows: 

• Concerns regarding increased travel distances and resulting CO2 emissions. 
• Concerns related to relocating large trucks and Gatineau commuters from one corridor to 

another. 
• Human health and safety risks due to air pollution, increased accidents and congestion. 
• Travel of noise due to open areas and water bodies. 
• Increased traffic will create additional congestion at the split, Montreal Road and Ogilvie Road. 
• Concerns regarding impacts to the Greenbelt and Green’s Creek, including recreational activities, 

wildlife, forest, air quality, spawning and environmentally sensitive areas. 
• The Sewage Treatment Facility is sensitive. 

The comments relating to Corridor 7 (Road 174, McLaurin Bay marsh to the Gatineau Airport) are 
summarized as follows:  
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• Concerns regarding costs, greenhouse gases, fuel consumption and pollution associated with 
out-of-way travel. 

• Concerns related to reduced property values and interest in reduced taxes were expressed 
• Impacts on the Canada Geese migration path. 
• Convent Glen residents and nursing homes will be impacted due to air quality, loss of wildlife and 

recreational activities.  
• Additional transportation would compromise the Greenbelt’s ecological, recreational and aesthetic 

values.  
• Canotek was suggested as a preferred alternative. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 Appendix  

Annotated maps of the three corridors 
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